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aMptoi a resolu
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eld next Monday through!i
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Social czar receives
imixed opinions on dance
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Rusk Says Efforts Are
Under ¥toy to Obtain
Vessel sfelease

By MAX ntANREL
*e>i«l toIV *»• Tort ItM

WASHINGTON. Jan. 23 —
President Johnson asked Con
gress today for quick action
to help him mount the first
larae-acale effort to
private Industry to train and
hire
the
hard-core
cases
among the urban unemployed.
In the first of more than a
dozen special mrsssys cover
ing his major legislative pro
posals for the year, the Preal|drm urcad the expandon 'of'il
jGovernment manpower efforts
by 25 per cent, from a budget
of ft.66-Wilton in the current

Iwo mile race for men andir »
j. ..lfsmkmst ia fijj Mr
——
1 he held Nov. 20. See Ka|! • • i i
al department lor sign-upp

tJU

ART is now accepting or«
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U.S. statement andPyongyang

broadcast art on Page 13.

1 f<sctl ye*r- efK^'nt June 30. to
. IT.OP-btflkw in the ytur Startling July. 1
' Total Is
He suggested spending the
bulk of the $442-million in
crease on programs tb find,
train and employ the most dis
advantaged citizens, most of
whom have giyeo up the search

By NEH smZMAM
toimvnsilwlirt
1%mm
WASHINGTON. Jin.
—
North Korean patrol bo*U
mixed a UnltftTState* Navy
intelUgence ship off Wonsan
today and took the vessel sod
|her 83 crew members- into the
ctorth Korean poru
The Defense Department^re
porting the incident, said the
ship had been in international
waters about 25 miles off the
eastern coast of North Korea
when she was boarded by
armed North Korean sailors at
:45 P.M. (11:45 P.M. Monday.
Eastern Standard time).
But North Korea, in a
Pyongyang radio broadcast,
asserted that thk ^ueMo had
"intruded into the territorial
waters of the republic and was
carrying out hostile activities."
The broadcast called the Pueblo
armed spy boat of the
United sixfes
grevsor force."
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sat Organization^
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;ss effectively. Mr. government.
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Lloyd M. Bucher (USN,
fwued), commander of the
J r • Pueblo during its 1968
oi
uure by North Korea, will
puk at « p.m. Thursday in
yniond Great Hall.
^L'

ro't'

ol intelligence

Pgencies us they effect the

u..«lud?hr '

Navy and as they affect Ameri
can Life," will Ije the topic ol
Bucher's speech, according to
ASUOP Forum Director Don
na Keuck. He argues lor the
accountability of all military,
government and public ser
vice personnel who are in posi

Religion Revolution and
i be
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s.

division
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tions of responsibility.
Experiences of the crew s
' eleven-month imprisonment,
the problems of readjustment
and the changes in attitude to
ward America and itsmiiitaiy
establishment will also be dis
cussed.

lU1

Methodist Church across Paci
fic Avenue from Burns 1 owei
The main speakers this
year w ill he Dr. Robert McAlec
Brown and Abigail Met arthyBrown, professor ol reli
gious studies at Stanlord
University, is well know n in his

field as well as being active in
the peace movement and a
wide range of other political
religious and social issues, He
lias written several hooks
including- "Frontiers •'or the
Church Today.'
lie will address two lee-
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ABIGAIL MCCARTHY

ROBERT M. BROWN

Ainei'ieoii Expericnee

linal
com

looking for someone to serve as
chief justice
and parlia
mentarian, and that applica
tions for the position will be ac
cepted until Nov. 5.

Newman House
sponsors food drive

Valuable material was
made available determining
the role of students on the
board of regents, according to
Karen Akerson, ASUOP presi
dent, including reports from
David Goldenburg. Univer
sity
of
Hartford, Conn.:
Valerie Mclntyre, trustee of
the Oregon Board of Higher
Education: and Carol Mock, a
graduate of UC-Santa Bar
bara, now with the University
of California student lobby.

This, year, to celebrate
Thanksgiving. Newman House
is sponsoring a "Thanksgiving
Canned Goods Drive" to help
alleviate some of the food
needs of those less fortunate
than many of us at Pacific.
We are asking everyone on
campus to give a can a day for
the first 18 days of November
and to bring a can of food to be
offered at a special 1 hanksgiving service to be held on
Nov. 19 in Morris Chapel.

Secretary of State Dean Rusk
called the seizure of the Puebio
"a matter of the utmoftt grav
ity." He said the United States
was negotiating with North
Korea "through the channels '
that are available to us to ob
tain the immediate release of
the vessel aad hfr crew."
The incident forced a sudden
confrontation
between
the
United Stales and an Asian
government that
m tailing for dh • i 1111, , , t*s*uit« against
"Urnied States imperialism" 4u
» war m Vietnam,
TheIatonae BQartewai said
rwmes of the Purbto
i wnamddl ana crisiceli report said n crew

M IM I hg Hi

By FATHER ROBERT S1LVA

-Tuesday- 9 a.m. "Values
in
American
Political
Life"—3:15 p.m. "Transcendance: Toward a Renewed Vi
sion of America"

Collection boxes will be in
every dorm and living quar
ters on campus, as well as in
the University Center and at
Newman House.
Each person is asked to
make an effort to stop by the
student store and pick up a can
of some staple such as beans,
fruit or soup and drop it in one
of the boxes.
Teams of students will col
lect the canned goods each day
and take them to the Stockton
see GIVE pg. eight

Also at the meeting, COP
senator Kirk Stangeland sug
gested omitting the section of
the agenda that dealt with the
report of the officers, which in
cludes reports from the presi
dent, vice-president and mem
bers of the executive board.
Stangeland argued for the
change of routine, charging it
to be a "waste of time" at the
end of meetings when "every
one is too tired to listen any
way."

After some discussion and
interest. It will be interesting two votes, the motion was
to see
if a conservative passed to eliminate the officer
speaker will have a bigger reports from future senate
meetings.
draw on campus."
Keuck added that the
Following
the
vote,
forum is trying "to expose
J Rhonda Brown. ASUOP direc
people to things they haven t
tor of academic affairs, anhad a perspective on before."
1 nounced that Callison senator
[Paul Matteucci will hold the
position of grade grievance
advocate.
Matteucci stated that he
would like some immediate
publicity to get out to students
about his position in order to
'avoid "last minute swamping
when grades come around."
Other business included a
vote to approve a new Univer
sity Center Program Council,

ESP expert Burgess
,
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.
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In this day and ag ,

in which

wecan dissect

to honor "Alice Doesn t Day
as it has been nicknamed,
emanated from the ASUOP
executive board.
"Alice Doesn't Day" was
initiated primarily by NOW to
illustrate, by women not show
ing up for their jobs or going to
the marketplace, that women
are quite powerful in terms ol
the economy."
An unexpected effect as a
result ol the closing ol the
ASUOP office occurred when a

an atom and create
quest to explore the in

m ^parries of the udnd is still in its beginning stages,
tangible ri
,.XDeri in ESP who has been exploring the
uss
BufEes '
R
s w||| be giving a demonstration from 11
6

to'lTm. tonight in the University Center Theater.

'Alice didn't' show up for work at
the ASUOP office Wednesday

In honor of the "Alice
lionally distributed column Doesn't Work Here" strike
and frequently lecturing on called by the National Organi
current religious, political and zation of Women (NOW) for
social issues. She i s the author Wednesday ASUOP President
Karen Akerson gave her office
of ••private Faces/Public fa
ces," memoirs of her life with staff the day off.
"There are individuals in
lornicr
Senator
Eugene
this office who want to support
McCarthy.
McCarthy w ill address one it and they should have the
lecture on Monday and two tcc- right to support it without be
ing penalized," stated Aker
lures on Tuesday as follows:
son on Tuesday.
1 "
- Monday-1:3". P-»'Role ol Women in Shaping (lie
Akerson said the decision

Hciher--;f>^>;i.i^^l||>6|ectuic

Asked
for
a
statement, Hebard
mented "woop-woop."

The conference, which was
held Oct. 17-19 in San Fran
cisco. brought in "90 per eeut
positive feedback." accord
ing to Stuart Green, confer
ence coordinator. "The only
negative feedback, came due
to small details like the hotd
fee. Otherwise, people
felt
very good after the confer-

—

lures on Monday and one on
Tuesday as follows:
-Monday-H) a.m. "Our
Roots: The Problem of Ameri
can ' Pluralism '—7::il) l'-mThe Dream <>l 1776: Where
Are We Now?
-Tuesday-1: la
"Where are we going? The
Problem of American Power.
McCarthy is also active in
the religious and political
nascene today, veiling

Nothing was formally
resolved in the meeting,
according to Hebard. He said
they "ended up talking for 20
minutes on ballet."

which is designed to provide
increased utility oi the Center
for UOP students.
In addition, Akerson an
nounced that the senate was

m Fm l

Bucher's speech will be
"from a critical but conserva
tive viewpoint, said Keuck.
"Other things we've hud have
not reflected a conservative
viewpoint."
"This year the forum pro
gram hasn't generated a lot-of

Hebard also pointed out
that "Michelangelo sculpted
his nudes, Shakespeare wrote
some things just to shock. How
do you tell an artist to restruc
ture his show, his art?

The outcome of the Student
Legal Rights Conference was
the first topic of discussion at
the ASUOP senate meetinglast
Wednesday night.

Colliver lectures: religious valueg tradition

jD\nnuM7'\,'" ine '^uieiecnth
er Nurtures this
. ,
!H'ur,.v
|'
luk-JelI
Lok
.
tiu
"ie role of reli
np0ti
Tes.
values 111
forming the
final i't)l,,ui
n Erudition
,...iit" 'ki-.i
ion Irom colotailed to win
haera»
•
Hues
until
the
>
At the
prcsent.
i all' p';'1
the COP relitournament.
j(,.
studies
departmont
'J11""1**
nd
debate
.rt^tokomha,Kl illviU'N
k|1
ie n ut Ul" support that
sion
•no Uu»r

'

—""Kr

The only complaints He
bard heard were that "the con
cert was not outrageous
enough."

Senate discusses result
of Legal Conference

^fegnjenniol theme
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were stomping for an encore,"
said Hebard, concerning audi
ence response to the group.

Hebard was requested to
see Associate Dean of Student
Life Catherine Davis, who re
ceived "a number of com
plaints" concerning the band's
performance.
Few students were aware
She explained to Hebard
before the performance that
that "there is a difference be
the female member of the
tween what is in good taste and
group would disrobe down to
what "is not. There are just
her panties, according to He
some things I consider in bad
bard. But once itbecame notic
taste."
eable, she became extremely
Hebard . pointed out the
popular with the audience.
problem of "where do you
Raymond Great Hall "was draw the line as to what is art
still packed at 1 a.m. People and what is in bad taste."

Maiwr otCUM Gravity.

RTllf

P-

Believing it is his "respon
sibility to bring the people to
tally weird stuff," ASUOP
social czar Chris Hebard ar
ranged for the appearance of
the band Country Porn at the
homecoming dance Saturday
night.

iGraduationi
deadline

Pacific Telephone installer
came to put in two phones, one
in the record store and one »
the grocery store.

- »*«
.
stsk »rr"-The

initial

request

lot

Due to the absence ol admini
strative assistant
Barbara
Zettel final installation of the
phones was hindered.

today
Today is the last day for »
| seniors to register for |
graduation without facing a .
11 you plan
to •
| graduate any time between |
• now and next August, you •
• must go to the Registrar's I
I offiee in Knoles llall.

I penalty.

After today, you must .
I
| graduation.
|

I pay a $10 fee to register for
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President Ford'sclj

•
are alarmed over the Congr essi ,
advisors
.
jQhn F. Kennedya,,
inVeSt

n'

8 a t They

rse of
the c°"f the

fear the President's nam e ,-

in

hp linked wtlh ye. another cover-up.
The President, then a House Rep^erv*

d—t ing-

d i s a gre<"

sllg ? *
di'c,V
. air was an active member of the VyV
a
t
0,
lleader,
e a d e r , wooHptermined
v. )' *T
Af 0 y<
to ir° n
d
e t e rmined that Q
v cl3

ether to
S ° T k S by Lee Harvey Oswald a l V j ^ C S e i n

Last Wednesday, the Pacifican was in a
quandary. Would the female members of the
editorial and production staf^who number
10 out of a total 15, show up for the crucial ayout" of the paper, in lieu <4 "Aiice Doesn t
Day" (see page one) or wouldnt they.
"Layout" refers to all the copyteeing laid down
on the pages Wednesday wights and into
Thursday morning in preparation of having
the paper printed later Thurs<Wy morning.
The production staff actually did coalesce
to refuse to type the copy. This threw a wrench
into the system for four howts. It was ex
plained that, if no one came to work on
Wednesday, they would simpfy have to come
to work on Thursday and have to type faster
and under more pressure, since the "paper
must be published." Since Thursday is also a
perennial day off at the Paciftcan , working on
Thursday appeared a dim prospect. So—the
crew came back to work. It was also pointed
out that if "Alice Doesn't Day"-had fallen on
any other day but Wednesday, the female
members of the staff could have honored it

dV

,
^

q{ g

Tu, opinion polls and letters
White House show that a m°|otit,,jooP e ;e don 1 "' l i k ,, „w
. . ,
.u„ xA/^rren ~„t tne» sound*
()|
U 7 annarently do some prominent^11;

va rd.

u the I"""
tgful
wre and Congressmen who have h u n d f e ^ ^ ^ n
ieii n l
depth probes of the Warren Co m m i s ^
s l t u a l i „„. an
itm
.from
asl
wish"
f'nd' nogrSexample, Senators
;sf
""
F
nd y
lut
R .pa., and Gary Hart, D-Colo., both mmfelecteJ«„jc club-fj
^
o7the s'pecTa7oA^om^iUee^have^b^)7p^n^'^n(emno°^ J^

investigation of
sihwefket has announced they will tak„|^>oJ^n.n> «
at three different theories

theaffaVandhe has already predicted thfel/^wrth spears
Warren report "will collapse under inbound.^ p r o b j e ms.

pli

to»
„me ubefore you
examination
come
n
among
01
ant
He doesn't believe the Commissioni
W n o amP
w s a i d a m c
berately published a false report, Schwe k . Darnn r i g h t h e f o r e us.
told us, but he suspects they were misle^s who sat bei^ w j g t > ,
the FBI and the CIA.
Another
huts fromn<
President Ford himself heatedly W r l t ®"7 r e a t l y worried a
erees with Schweiker's attitude. In his
t h e r s and s .stei*.
talks with advisors, he has fiercely deB^Ee some ot our broil

any way they saw fit.
The male staff members ftave always fully
appreciated and relied upon the work accom
plished by their fellow female staff members.
The Pacifican is a joint effort of many men and
women, sharing key editorial and production
positions. It is also known, with no proof
needed, that the paper could not be pub
lished without their valuable endeavors..

the Warren Commision's findings. HeexCess."
Laura Urseny

JOSEPH GOLDEEN
Editpr-in-chief

Layout Editor

Jeff LaBelle
Sue Sharek

SUE ANDERSON
News Editor

Photography Editor

Rebecca E. Goehring

J
Z

Linda LeHoux

ANTHONY BRYANT
Associate Editor

f •

Production Manager

tempted to be the groups gadfly. H«fcw ^° n p ee S must'!>)•',
more time examining the available evidePP^ 3 ^^ .. s a i d a n o t
than any other member of the Commissil°tdone severe punishim
White House insiders, however, ^be fined five elephant tusk
Sen. Schweiker as a maverick. Anythingelephant tusks right nov
turns up that disagrees with the Warrenll'How about five virgins

Business Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager

Karl May

(11

lieves they covered up nothing.
"We'd h
His own conscience, Ford has msisteable tribal
^
bu
intimates, is completely clear. He wasaRejers oi o ^ our supp|y
blican on a Commission appointed byLyn|"" ttle j 0 w." "An eye b»i
Johnson. He therefore looked upon himsereading from a dog eared
a protector of "minority interests" andLg us nowhere, sum ^

Copy Editor

C. William Callejas

m-

& :.

Circulation Manager

port say our sources will put President

Mini—truck
club sought
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter
to your newspaper in the
hope that an article may be
the
printed announcing
formation of a mini-truck
club.
The club. "LiT Known
PSVCHIftTRlC
WelP 74

T Hf
15

DOCTOR

Truckers," is comprised on
members from the Stock
ton, Lodi, Rio Vista and
Fairfield areas. The club
shall participate in such
activities as poker runs,
auto shows and camping
and
recreational
trips
throughout California and
other states. Benefits to
members
include dis
counts on parts, a newslet
ter, trips with other clubs
with-other owners of minitrucks.1

WHAT'S
UP
DOC?

Uppers before
the alcohol ?
A girlfriend of mine takes three or four
whites or uppers before going out on a binge.
She says a lot of her friends d o this because
alcohol acts as a sedative to counteract the
upper. What do you think?
I've just finished my thjEdfconvulsion and I
think I'll be all right. Wh* a horrendous
combination and I'm sure sippets higher than
hell. But the end product reJOyshakes me, and
some of the brains I've discussed this with at
the School of Pharmacy, Lrrto numb shock.
And, believe it or not, there are some pretty
astute brains at that school.
Speed, after its exhilaration, causes a terri
fic let down and a hangover leaves the poor,
old brain in about as addled a^tate as is possi
ble. Pass the zombies, please! Fortunately
much of the street speed cowtains little or no
amphetamines, but a mixtureof caffeine, tran
quilizers, ephedrine and a tittle rat dung to
give it body. And please don't expect any
medical miracles for your premature senility
and marked physical deteeiwatjon at your
fourth decade. Vou know vifhart healthy, happy
p e o p l e " s p e e d freaks"a r x .
By the way, nobody m
Kas answered
my query, "What sayest thou now?"

Meetings will be held
twice monthly, and in dif
ferent locations, thus
enabling those who might
have to travel some dis
tance one week, to be able
to travel a shorter distance
for the next meeting. There
will be a $15 initiation fee an
a monthly fee of $2. Any
and all money collected will
be used for club-oriented
activities.
The only requirements
for membership are the
individual be at least 18
years of age, have insur
ance and own a mini-truck
(such as a Datsun Lil'
Hustler, Chevy Luv, Ford
Courier, Mazda or Toyota).
The next meeting will
be held November 1st in Rio
Vista, with a trip to the
wineries in Napa after the
meeting.
Individuals
seeking
further information should
contact either Ed 209-3690679 or Randy 916-777-6864
or leave word for Dennis,
Carter House, Room 310.
I would appreciate any
help you can give the club.
Thank you very much
for your time.
Dennis Keilhley
916-777-6313

Students may
not add classes?
Dear Editor:
I wish to reply to an
article published in the last
edition of the Pacifican.
This article, entitled "You
May Still Add" by Rhonda
Brown, is erroneous in the
fact that it implies that stu
dents may still add classes
even though the deadline
has long since passed. This,
quite simply, is not true
and I think this article
shows poor judgement on
the part of Miss Brown.
The article says, "The
ARC feels that they are
carrying out the wishes of
the faculty in upholding the
add date except in rare in
stances." I think it is impor
tant to point out that the add
and drop dates are not de
termined by the ARC but
rather by the faculty.
Would it be presumptuous

I

to assume that these dates there is a significant awere established for a mount of similar senti
specific reason, namely to ment on this campus.
uphold the integrity of aca
demic standards at UOP, Thank you,
and that the majority of David T. Cassell
people at UOP would like to
see these dates adhered to?
I think not.
When a student ac
cepts admission to this uni
versity, he or she accepts
the responsibility of ad
hering to established and
published rules and regu
lations. It behooves each
and every student to be
come familiar with these
rules and to abide by them.
If the ARC is to apply esta
blished regulations fairly
to all students, then guide
lines must be set up to deal
with exceptional circum
stances. Each case must be
judged with respect to these
guidelines and acted upon
accordingly. It is the
responsibility of each indi
vidual student to know the
academic regulations of
UOP.

Thankful

for publicity
Dear Edidor:
We, at ASUOP, wish to
take this opportunity to
thank you at the Pacifican
and the rest of the staff and
administration at UOP for
the marvelous publicity we
have received.
Sincerely,
Carole Ackerman
Suart Greene
Kim Casey
Eunis Hobard
Dana Kook
Rhoda Fleming

(Note: This letter should in
As a student who is pay no way imply that the Paci
ing a substantial sum of fican is full of typographi
money for my education, I cal errors. The authors
expect that my subsequent have expressed to the Paci
degree will be viewed with fican that their letter is in'
a certain amount of res jest and only in response to
pect by potential employers the misprint of Stuart
and by graduate schools. If Green's name in a headline
the academic standards at on this page last week. For
UOP are not upheld, then
that, we apologize. We
this surely will not be the believe our average per
case. In my view, the role of centage of typos is far less
Rhonda Brown in this mat than that of our arch rival,
ter is to see that these stan the San Francisco
dards are, in fact, upheld. Chronicle. The Edidor.)
It is important to rea
lize that the Associated Stu
dents of the University of
the Pacific does not repre
sent the majority of stu
dents on this campus. If
there is any argument to
this point, let ASUOP make
the $75 student fee lor
undergraduates optional
and see how long they
(ASUOP) last. I, for one,
oppose any efforts to sub
vert the academic regula
tions at UOP, whether this
be done by ASUOP or any
one else, and am confident
that better judgement will
prevail in decision-mak
ing bodies.
Let me point out that 1
do not pretend to speak for
anyone other than myself.
However, I do feel that

Criticism of
paper,
conservatory
Dear Editor:
"New
Monitoring
Devices No Big Help to
Musicians"
This letter's intent is to
be critical of the Pacifican's reporting proce
dure on this particular arti
cle. However, I intend to be
more critical of the atti
tude and comments of Dean
Preston Stedman (of the
Conservatory).
In direct reference to
the establishment of moni
tors in the practice rooms I
have a few basic questions
which should have been
but were not, answered by

the "news" article. First,
exactly how many moni
tors are involved in this
security move of
the
administration's? Second,
exactly what hours do these
monitors work? This se
cond question is very
important in light of the
fact that the article did not
tell its readers at what time
the Oct. 5 incident took
place. I would suggest the
very likely possibility that,
since the ,Conservatory is
on such a tight schedule
that many of the musicians
do not practice until very
late, possibly the monitor
was off duty at the time.
Further, the article
goes on to point out that,
since the attack, the
administration has seen fit
to put locks on the doors and
windows of the practice
rooms. Again, the news
article is not telling the
whole story. The practice
rooms have been locked
since at least the beginning
of last year when I came to
the university. As for the
windows, if locks have been
put on them it is a total
waste of money, due to the
fact that they are impos
sible to open due to their de
sign. Since this "new"
security measure is not new
at all, it seems that, since
the attack, nothing has
been done.
At this point I would
introduce another possibi
lity for the inadequate
information of the Pacifi
can. Simply put, the re
porter may have been told
these incomplete facts and
then shoved on his way If
that is the case, then all' of
the above criticism would
only apply to the admini
stration, from where I as
™inf0r-»on was
see MONlTOHs
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,ight

bad light.
risk offending the gods."
Fairly or unfairly Ford will be.assoo;j ng came to an end. end
with a cover-up. In the aftermath of the N dwelling place to sew In
Administration's Watergate cover-up heard from again,
would spell disaster for the RepublicanPi
Andsouhow's things <
Indeed, some White House cynics If
expect the Democrats to use anything
Congressional probe turns up as an excus
paint the GOP as the "Cover-up Party.
G r a i n C o m p l a i n t s : Despite the
Administration's official elation over
Soviet-American deal to swap our grain
their oil, some top policy-makers haver
ging reservations.
They feel that President Ford, in his
ness to strike a bargain with the Soviets,
have been outdone by them.
Under the terms of the arrangemenl
example, the Russians can buy at least^
lion tons of grain a year from the U.S.
federal economists suspect, moreover,
the way the agreement is worded may
Moscow to buy as much as 10 million toi
nually.

Question

Thus there is a chance that the RuSf.
once again will wreak havoc on theAme f l v
economy.
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The
growing pains
of HEP

0466

By HELEN KOCHENDERFER

Rules still exist
on cohabitation
College Press Service

University rules against
men and women spending the
night under the same roof have
relaxed somewhat in recent
months, but outright cohabita
tion is still against most offi
cial policy.
More campus dorms have
been converting to coed living,
visitation hours on many cam
puses run all day every day and
some local officials won't en
force anti-cohabitation laws
unless other complaints are in
volved. But 'most university
administrators still maintain
an official stance against coha
bitation and local officials will
occasionally enlorce the city
laws.
Earlier this month, 15
University of Montana stu
dents learned that local zoning
laws prohibited cohabitation.
The city oi Missoula's building
inspector said he doesn't have
the time to check every house
in the university area lor "zon
ing'' violations, but would evict
tenants for cohabitation if
other complaints were in
volved.
Students living in an apart
ment complex at the Roches

ter Institute of Technology
(RIT) in New York have also
tangled with university and
local officials over cohabi
tation policies. In cases where
there have been other pro
blems between student tenants
and the university landlord,
cohabitation has been cause
for eviction.
"We do not condone or al
low cohabitation," RIT sdirector of business services said.
But "if I just happen to know
we have a situation possibly
violating the lease, but there
aren't any other problemssuch
as dogs or cats, it is prac
tically impossible for us to po
lice who is living in apart
ments," he added.
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Ski Utah this
Christmas time
A Christmas vacation ski
package in Utah is being spon
sored by the University Center
in conjunction with UC-Davis.
The five-day trip includes
skiing at Alia, Snowbird and
Park City.

a.m. to noon Monday. Wednes
day and Friday and Irom 5
p.m. to midnight Tuesday in
the University Center Inlor
mation booth or call 951-1 •>•>'*—

This year
ignorance
could
kill you.

The High School Equivalency Program at UOP is,
for many reasons, a topic of much controversy. The
Cost ot the trip is $177 and
majority feeling among UOP students seems to be that
includes the following: round
the program should not be allowed on campus. Some of
trip motorcoach transporta
these students frankly admit their prejudices. Others
tion, five nights lodging at the
ignore the forty-odd students whose presence on cam
Howard Johnson Hotel, five
pus makes such an inordinate impact on student life.
days of lift tickets which are
HEP is designed to extend the opportunity of a high
interchangable between the
school education to the children of migrant farm work
three skiing areas, five rounders and residents of South Stockton. The students are
Ignorance aiiout colon
trip transfers between hotel
or rectum cancer. Because
between the ages of 18 and 24. Most of their families are
and ski area and stale and local
there's an exam caller!
taxes.
subsisting at the poverty level. All are dropouts, forced
a procto which can detect
by economic pressure, and sometimes the politics of the
For further inlormation
these cancers early,
street, to leave school. Our HEP program is one of on
contact Bill Mcintosh from 11
while they're most curable.
ly 15 in the United States and has been operating on fed-,
I f you're over 40. make sur
eral funds for six years. In that time, over 350 students
your doctor gives you
have graduated with a diploma as valuable as ours is.
a procto as part of your
The students are housed in the Quads, and their li
health checkup.
ving on campus, which in some respects is the most im
Thousands of Topics
portant part of the education provided for them here,
Send tor your up-to-date, 160creates the most problems. The students live in this
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
part of campus because past students have felt more
handling.
comfortable here than in larger dorms like Grace Coveil. The perspective which is developed in their dayRESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
to-day life is important. The students are seeing how
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
"the other half lives." Hopefully, they will attain a
AMERICAN
(213) 477-8474
comfortable balance with their dormmates and come
CANCER SOCIETY
Our research papers are sold for
to realize that their lives are not restricted to the street,
research purposes only.
or fields, from whence they come. The important thing
for each HEP student to learn is the existence of op
portunities. Just as most of we UOP students would
feel uncomfortable with the reality that the HEP stud
ents live in, so there are growing pains as a HEP stud
ent tries to equate what has been his life with the new
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
reality of so many others.
Party Supplies • Groceries Any student who has some free time and would like
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
to observe the program in action is welcome as a tutor
Special discounts lor
in HEP's headquarters in the quonsets. Here, he can
Irals and sororities
come to understand that HEP is a program designed to
aid students as much as any program available to Pa
cific students. Because the HEP student has, in many
cases, actively sought the benefits of such an educa
tional program, he deserves as much of our support as
a UOP student in need does. Let's not deny that help.

At other schools, coed liv
ing, if not cohabitation, is mak
ing advances. A university
apartment building in Oregon
is now officially coed, a first for
the University oi Oregon.
Changes there were easier
than in other university hous
ing, since the building was
regularly designed asan apart
ment house with separate bath
rooms and living rooms.

RESEARCH

T Scqanbti

New Learning Center
contains classrooms,
learning facilities
The new Learning Center
in the School of Education
building, which contains simu
lated classrooms, a resource
center and learning develop
ment center, should be com
pleted for full range usage
within the next two weeks.
The learning resources
section carries public school
textbooks presently used in el
ementary and high school
classrooms.
Students studying to be
teachers can examine and evaluate these textbooks. It al
so includes a children s litera
ture collection for students to
look over..
Also located in the center is
a simulated classroom. Stud
ents can present lessons to other students in their classwho
act as their pupils. A viewing
room allows professors, guests
and other students to view a
lesson being conducted in the
simulated classroom. Video

tapes can also be made of the
lessons which then are shown
to the student for personal
critiquing.
In addition to the simula-'
ted classroom and the re
source section in the learning
center, audio-visual
equip
ment is available. Students
can learn how to work with in
structional materials and equipment by actually using
them for lessons presented in
the simulated classroom.

I
I
I

A learning development
center is available for all UOP
students who want to improve
their basic skills such as read
ing and writing.
Dean Oscar Jarvis of the
School of Education remarked
about the new learning center.
"It is as essential to us as a phy
sics lab is to a physics class,.
Anyone who takes method,
courses and whostudent teach
es can use it."

Xmas Charter Flights
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Student lobby
needs ASUOP rep
The Independent Californ $2,900 for incoming students.
ICCUSA is also in the mid
ia College and U niversity Stud
ent Association (1CCUSA) dle ot planning "block book
needs a coordinator with an in ing," which involves the con
terest in communications and tracting of well-known bands
to perform at several different
the California legislature.
ICCUSA, has been "de colleges within a nearby vicin
signed to bring together pri ity for a break in the price
vate colleges within the state charged.
Anyone interested in the
of California to influence is
sues in the state capitol. ac job of coordinator should con
cording to Karen Akerson, tact Akerson at the ASUOP ollice no later than Wednesday.
ASUOP president.
The responsibility of the
coordinator here would be to
keep up with current bills that
ICCUSA is lobbying for, to keep
ASUOP aware. Organization
al dues are $1,000 a year.
The qualifications for the
job, currently not a paid posi
tion, include "the ability to
College Press Service
speak or communicate and an
interest in the legislature, ac
Even while Americans
cording to Akerson.
tighten their belts to make it
It is not a lull-time posi
through hard times, their taxes
tion, and the coordinator is onstill subsidize the pursuit of
needed when issues and
knowledge.
needs arise.
The Congressional Re
Other than its emphasized
cord recently listed several
efforts in lobbying lor scholar
uses of lax money that
ship aid in meeting the costs ol
in
tuition, ICCUSA is also invol Congress appropriated
ved in lood co-op's, legal servi cluding:
$6,000 to study Polish bi
ces for college student bodies
and coordinating entertain sexual frogs.
$20,000 to study the blood
ment between several mem
groups
of Polish Zlotnika pigs.
ber schools.
$71,000 to compile the his
Recent ICCUSA lobbying
ellorls have included the pass tory of comic books
and' $70,000 to study the
age of state bill AB 1969, which
raised the individual amount of smell given off by Australian
state scholarship awards to aborigines.
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BIG SYD'S

CHEESEBURGER
CHARBROILED

16 OZ. SOFT DRINK

FRIES

4227 Pacific Ave.

COUPON
CAN
REPEATEDLY

99
BE

USED

SPECIAL RATE PACKAGE

on AUTO INSURANCE
BETTER COVERAGE AT
LOWER COST

That's right, now there. a Specn.
Student AutomoWe^ Insure^
,
available to stud
student is not a
andUniversiUesYhecoi^g

^ ^^ high

bad risk, even
many lickets? Are the
risk age
reull worlh the
rates you are paying^ ^ ^ by (m. [w
I

money.
, you're worth the risk,
estimates.
prove it. Don't wait
andr ™ Tak" advantage ol this program
designed lor Associated Student Members.

nTTTCHER INSURANCE
J WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE
106
SUITE 2C
478-2450
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POINT AFTER
John Rodriguez (3) does his thing.

HEY, YOU THOUGHT
Rudy Viney (15) ran over 100 yards for

WILLARD WAS FAST?
the first touchdown of his Tiger cari

HOMECOMINU97

THE STREET FAIRE
Local artisans displayed their wares

OUR VINTAGE VICE PRESIDENT
Financial Vice President Robert Winterberg rode in the parade

-Hi

SPIRITED ALUM
-he "lost cheers of the

ALL-CAMPUS BARBECUE
luffed themselves with food service yummies,

SCORE

FOOT AND HELMET
Michele's conceplion o( football

ALL ALONE TO THE ZONE
Rudy Viney (15) has a clear field on his 100 yard run

OOPS
Bruce Gibson (29) just couldn't hang on

ING1975

PULL DOWN
1 got somethin' to tell ya.

Photos by SUSAN SHAREK, MICHELE BRESSO AND DAVE AGU.LAR
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PSA tells
UOPto
buzz off

By JEFF METZGER
San Diego State, ranked
No. 14 in the nation, and under
rated according to UOP's
Chester Caddas will invade
Pacific Memorial Stadium
tomorrow night in search of its
eighth straight victory.
Claude Gilbert's Aztecs
are heavily favored to win the
game and keep a share of the
top spot in the PCAA. They
have been just short of awe
some this season, and have
prompted Caddas to say, "San
Diego could be the best team on
the West Coast, and that in
cludes USC. They are an explo
sive team as big and as fast as
SC, and with a better passer.
That better passer, Craig
Penrose, is the country's
fourth-leading passer holding
credentials of 104 competi
tions in 190 attempts for 1,593
yards and 10 td's.
Penrose has hardly been
short on acclaim this season.
As the all-PCAA quarterback
of a year ago, he has been
named to numerous all-Ameri

can teams, and appears a
candidate to be an early pick in
the upcoming pro draft.
The advantage the Tigers
have on Penrose is that he has
thrown 13 interceptions, that
being the Tigers' specialty,
picking ofT20 this year, includ
ing six in last weekends 45-28
win over Fresno State.
Duke Fergerson is Pen
rose's favorite target with 32
catches, but six different
Aztecs are in double figures in
the receiving column.
San Diego can also run the
ball effectively. Monty Reedy,
with 436 yards, and Ollie
Brown, with 395. are the top
ground-gainers.
"San Diego is a very, very
good team." said Caddas.
"We haven't been able to find
one spot where they have a
weakness."
That includes the defense,
which doesn't get the publicity
that Penrose and company re
ceive. But the unit is fourth in
rushing defense and ninth in
total defense nationally. How
Caddas plans to move the ball,

6 times a day
from Stockton.

By DAVID SOLOMON

Headed for southern
California (or San Francisco,
Fresno)? Call your campus rep or PSA and
tell them you want to buzz off. PSA gives you a lift.

With only a week and a half
of intramural football left,
competition among the top
teams in the four leagues is
building.

In the A league, a very
close game between The A
Team and the SAE Lions left
John Rossi's A Team in front
with a score of 7-6. As of Mon
day, The A Team is in first po
sition with a 4-0-0 record, and
the Phi Delta Chi Cyclamates
with four wins and one loss in a
close second place.

CONTACT LENSES?1
FOR APPOINTMENT OR INFORMATION
CALL KELSEY JEWETT,OJX
OPTOMETRIST
iw-zm

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of $ept. 15, 1975.

The Omega Phi Alpha
Bulldogs continue to dominate
|the top seat in the B league with
• their 5-1-1 record, but Mike's
Mauraders show a strong se
cond position with a 4r 1-1 score.
The C league has the in
credible Dirty Legs in first
place boasting a 5-0-0 record,
with the Hummers close be
hind with four wins and one
loss.
In the Powder Puff league,
Alpha Chi Omega lost two
games and, as of last Monday,
fell to third place. But with an
extra win and a tie game from
the South/West team, the Re
jects found their way to first
position in the women's league

score. Since end zone yardage
doesn't count, Viney tied an
NCAA record with the return.
After that, Caddas sub
stituted
frequently.
When
Fresno made a threat in the

RENT—TO OWN

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No interest.
CO MONAOMAN'S

tockton
iter Co,

1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
O I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

An intramural board has
been organized which consists
of seven students and chairwo
man Simpson. The purpose is
to go over various intramural
policies, procedures and rules
which hopefully will improve
the program. For further in
formation
contact
Kathy
Simpson on the second floor in
the gym.

Downtown—249 E. Minor
Lincoln Center North
Lodi—107 W. Pino St.

Open till 9 p.m. Mon. - Thur. Sat, till 5

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

Name.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025

Address.
Name .

.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip.

Address.
City .
State.

Zip.

wants

to do.

Secu.nty

fourth quarter, he put vants to close us down
team back in foronedr.navbe we can bring them
result was Pacific n
yelled ASUOl
bo
touchdown of the altojrector Chris Hebard a
Y rated group, Coui
see FOOTBALLcompieted its mi

Soccer team fiyigim
suffers defeaP"9"!'
After seven straight de
feats, the UOP soccer team al
most came back with a tie
game against
Sacramento
State last week.
The Oct. 21 game at Sacra
mento had plenty of action, as
Bruce Spaulding returned to
strengthen the Pacific team.
Spaulding had injured his knee
earlier in the season and was
not expected to return.
Carlos Castaneda and Hen
ry Graterol receive the credit
for the two T'ger goals. Coach
Eddie Araya described the
game as, "a good team effort
with an exceptionally strong
defense."

with a record of four wins and
one loss. The South/West "Co
ed Capital of California" wo
men's team is in strong se
cond place, with a 3-1-1 record.
According to Kathy Simp
son, intramural director. "The
only problem we're running in
to is the time change causing
darknessat the5p.ni. games."
As lar as volleyball is con
cerned, Simpson decided to
postpone the intramural acti
vity until football is over. On
Thursday at 5:30 p.m., an in
tramural men's and women's
badminton singles tourna
ment will be held in the gym.

NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

City_

pass in the end zone. The run totaled an NCAA record' 10°yards
as Viney scored his first touchdown as a Tiger. Afterwards,
last week's homecoming
even he doesn't know.
game, and a win over San
The defense is led by an Diego can make the season an
awesome three-man front.
instant success.
Greg Boyd at 6-6, 267, and Mike
Against Fresno, the Tigers
Gilbert, 6-2, 227. are solid
capitalized on the Bulldogs
returnees. Reggie Lewis, at mistakes and some big plays to
right end, was all Pac-8 before
run up a 38-6 lead in the third
leaving Oregon for San Diego.
quarter, before coasting home
"We'll have to play as well
with everybody getting a
as we can and take advantage
chance to play.
of any breaks we get. And we
The big plays were really
hope not to panic as some
big.
On second down and 30
teams do," said Caddas.
from the Pacific six yard line,
Despite the Aztecs 7-0
record (they have scored 24 on the second play from scrim
points and given up only 49) mage in the game. John Ertman hit Steve Gill on a half
Caddas sees some hope. "We
back option pass that went for
have three things going for us:
74 yards to the Fresno 20. From
1) San Diego, as a rule, does not
play well in Stockton (two there the Tigers scored in four
years ago, the Aztecssqueaked plays.
Fresno's first drive was
by 13-10) : 2) San Diego is con
stalled
by a missed field goal
cerned with
Arizona next
week; 3) because they had an attempt, which Vernie Kelley
open date last week, the returned 84 yards to the Fres
coaches took off and went re no 16. The Tigers scored a field
cruiting. " The implication is goal on that drive.
The third big play came in
that there is a lack of prepara
the third quarter with Pacific
tion.
leading 31-6. Rudy Viney inter
Caddas will have his troops
cepted a Nef Cortez pass in the
ready. They are coming off an
end zone and ran 100 yards to
impressive win over Fresno in

ANTHONV BKVAN

Viney celebrates the touchdown and the victory withhi,
mates. The final score was *>-28.
I

Competition building
intramural leagues
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\
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shocks dancorsG^entertainment
After about a half an hour
into the group's lewd set, the
audience was set up for yet
another surprise. During the
song, "%#& twice for Jesus," a
woman dressed as a nun
danced her way upon the stage
and proceeded to strip (and I
do mean strip) down to her
waist.

The Rev. Richard Williams
Episcopal Chaplain
Available

Wed.

mornings

at Anderson Y
Rhone 456-I9W) or 465-WWH

Maybe the audience was
too bombed to notice, or may
be they just didn't care, but the
appearance of the hall-dressed
nun raised very little comotion.

Porn decorates the stage of Raymond
Great Hall with a sight not usually witnessed
LE BRESSO

By ANTHONY

BRYANT

lory with his tea,

"Security wants to close us
down and the administration
wants to close us down, but
ter, he put the
n for one drive mavbe we can bring them back
s Pacific's sit on" yelled ASUOP Social
of the al'tern# Director Chris Hebard alter
the X-rated group. Country
lOTBALL pg. set Porn, completed its monu-

on the UOP campus. The woman came on the
stage dressed as a nun and proceeded to dishabit.

mental
--- Performance Satur
day night at the homecoming
dance.
The group then came back
on stage along with their own
personal version of Carol Doda
and performed the closing tune
entitled "We're gonna %&$!,
*#&%, c?$#, &z0"%$# and
#"%& all night."

All in all, it proved to be the

In what must have been a
first on the UOP campus, the
San Francisco-based porno
graphy act performed such
songs as "Dry Humping in the
Back of a '55 Ford" and "I'm
Proud to be an Asshole from El
Paso" before a slightly sur
prised audience.

most

J/ML tfcLtenr- opawij act fa
Sons dCkmplm
only dr/nks WLU be served! ft so //Jb
be threat
Chartreuse mooses

IEUC4LM

David Eiken checks the heartbeat of a television, while the
other cast members of Raymond College's "Seventh Inning
Stretch" look on.

DIAL 4-M-O-V-L-L-L
157 W. Adams Behind Baskin
Robbins OH Pacific Ave.

Ends Thurs. "Deep Throat" A "Personals"

BOTH HARD-X—STARTS FRI

&%$" homecoming dance

"EXPOSED:
SENSUOUS CITY

ever at Pacific.

Chartreuse Moose
Players to
produce play

Original prints to
be sold at Hoggin

&£

^JfytkskeJkr

When Country Porn re
turned for the second half of its
set they "went for the throat."
The only thing that kept the
stripping nun from being total
ly nude this time around was a
tiny, thin panty which sheocca
sionally dipped to expose her
and (believe it or not)
her *!$$$!*.

Photo by MARK P. VON CULIN
try

Jhis Saturday

(12:00-2:55-7:15-10:15)

"LECHER"

~ Ifyouplantoseeonlycne'X'-rated
film inyour life,
!
LECHER is theOne!
(1:30 & 0:45)

OPENS FRIDAY
STOCKTON'S
1ST EROTIC
BOOK-TIQUE
to^"

THE
PLEASURE CHEST
ADULT MAGAZINES AND BOOKS •
EROTIC POSTERS • INCENSE •
PIPES & PAPERS • OILS • LATEX
NOVELTIES • UNDERGROUND COMICS
ADULT GAMES AND PUZZLES

turday'sgamewj
itate left the SB
From the name ol the The dates of performance are
LOCATED AT 171 WEST ADAMS ST.
By PATRICK PINNEY
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Raymond College is at it sonable to assume that this will p.m. in the Albright Auditori
museums and community art representative will
um (Wendell Phillips Center
Pioneer Museum and HugSan Jose goalswe|
questions about original gra again. An original play w ill be be a production that one should
centers.
140). Admission is free, with
jf bad bounces gin Galleries will sponsor an
phics
and
specific
prints
in
the
not
miss.
According
to
Jeff
presented
by
Raymond's
Char
Th sale is informal and odoesn't reflect exhibition and sale of original
treuse Moose Players entitled Franklin, "This meaty, musi seating on a first come, lirst
pen to everyone. The gallery collection.
serve basis.
e applied to the prints from Davidson Galler
"The Seventh Inning Stretch." cal comedy promises to be the
most outrageous, entertaining
ies tomorrow from 1:30 to 5
evening to hit UOP this year.
1-7-1 record tod p.m. The sale will include
Jeff Franklin just happens to
1
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Pacific Dance Theater will
:CER pg. seven
prepared for some interesting
3££30COeCESCa?v?
more than 500 years of printpresent
an
intricately
dialog and action.
M*ra tkM 1
latkc MktA|<
making.
"Finishing Touches" is
conceived program of jazz,
The cast includes David
Davidson Galleries is lo currently in production at
Eakin and jazz vocalist Teri contemporary dance and sa
cated in
Seattle, Wash.. Stockton Civic Theater. This
New. and us Jell b ranklin tire in the Conservatory at 8
Through travel with a large domestic comedy, written by
says, they will sing and dunce p.m. on Nov. 7 and 8.
and diverse selection from its Jean Kerr, is being directed by
This
recently
formed
their way into the hearts ol Acollection. Davidson Galleries Eileen Chaffee.
merea. Music is supplied by group, of eight exceptional
hopes to encourage new col
The plot centers around
Joseph Dreyer on keyboards dancers, draws on the indivi
lectors and kindle apprecia college professor Jeff Cooper
dual strengths ol its three
and Dale Nutley on guitar.
FRIDAY
tion in the graphic arts. This (played by Carl Parker) and
Barbara
"Adjectives like wild, choreographers:
AT
mobile collection brings with it his wife Katy (Margaret
Ubaldi.
John
Casserley
and
wooly. whacky and zany only
MIDNIGHT
the opportunity to see locally Flynn). Their marriage of well
hint at the comedy in store." Kathy Toran.
the offerings of a major gra over 20 years is put to the test
says Franklin, "and it most
The aim of their program
DOUBLE
phic arts gallery.
probably will fit that descrip is to present dance as an art
when Heft suddenly confesses
HALLOWEEN
Most prints are priced less to Katy that he thinks he may
tion und more like "out ol this with many facets, to demon
THRILLSI
PRINCE OF DARKN; SS
than $100 and some as little us be falling in love with one of his
world."
strate the richness and inte
$3. There are also rare works
Behind all of the unusually
grity of movement and to ac
of museum quality. All of the students.
amusing dialog and action, complish these in a manner
:
prints have been selected for
there lies a deeper meaning which is entertaining and en
their distinctive imagery and
In addition, the play deals
that might change your life. lightening at the same time.
fine technique—from the ear with the generation gap that is
(Ull-lengthfea'u'e
,
What that meaning is. the
The body of the dancer is
liest woodcuts and engravings exposed when the Cooper s
audience will have to decide for the dynamic center around
1
°l the Old Masters, to the com oldest son, Steve (Dan Stan
itselt.
which all expression progres
plex, mixed media of eontemp- ley) , brings his college room
As a special added attrac sively
takes form. This
urai'y lirintmakers.
.
r-i«/in's "Finishing Touches" include
tion the show will begin w ith an language of the body remains
mate home. The roommate
IsiD'/WTOWIfu*.
Students of art, historv. turns out to be a 26-year-old
innovative acoustic jazz set. as one of man's most urtimusic and literature can find
featuring
Bob
DeLeo
on
1
lute
aspiring actress named Felicia
I culate and versatile artistic
Ian Parker and Greg Cohen.
SATURDAY
piints to compliment their Andrayson
and sax, with Randy Shapiro mediums. Come witness
(Barbara CecONLY
studies. For student and colon
guitar.
chetti).
this "inspired language.
10 A.M.
continues playing for the
ector alike, the gallery's illusbor
who
appears
to
have
been
Others in the cast include
,«jet
eutulog serves as a val- Greg Cohen and Ian Parker as infatuated with Katy for some following four weekends For
ticket information, phone the
(ZlN
able
reference
tool.
Although
ROD DUD
the Cooper's other two sons
time.
,, Civic Theater box office at 463,CJ ^'"tturily interested in exhibi Kevin and Hughie. Elizabeth
"Finishing
Touches
snow have a re
ts at universities and art Johnson plays Elsie, the coed opens at Stockton Civic 6813.
COLOR T.V.
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INTERSTATE 5
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this season, the Tigers will host veras Field should be exci
the
Fullerton State tomorrow at ting.
lldogs
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6 alter aim >- 1
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Civic theater presents
rFinishing Touches'

Pacific Dance|
Theatre to
premiere
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° Lucky Mun in the University Center Theater.
sc
•s Craig • I'l
Ucky Man" in the University Center Theater.
(Oakland)
^
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•ace wl
8 Msn'
• 1- '*'tk" ^heman/Renaissance
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Concert—Warren
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in
lhe Con ,
s
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cason, ill
• even. »•.»
i Yields

Tomorrow
P.m^' ° Lucky Man ' in lhu University Center Theater.
8 y ' 'ck Wakeman/Renaissanee at Winterland (S.F.)
Baul Williams/Mike Neun at the Berkeley Community
ii'' Theater
1

Sunday
7:3° P.m
^MemUfUf°,d Blood/Eust
I Auditorium.

Re"

Aud'itorium
"~y: "The

Seventh

Bay stroke in the Sacra

Inning SlretCh"

Ut

Football

ONE DAY COURSE
from pg- s'x
with Bob Ferraro scoring from
one yard.

,l,,f',^ Urs <lay

.

,

Bruce Gibson had his best
afternoon as a Tiger, gaining
123 on 21 carries. Gibson was
rewarded for the performance
by being named PCAA offen
sive player-of-the-week.
The Tiger defense had a
great day, as they forced six
interceptions out of Cortez,

A!brighl ripped

1 1 . rl'1'
hn. g ay People's Union meeting-call 466-1496 for locax
\vn: Sn" ' , a
l'6n.
, ol
\ in. ns
8 Pm
\ event
1 lay: "The Seventh Inning Stretch" at Albright

LSAT Metno

i

thePacdic'sMxmdary to

shreds last year.

This year it was not to be,
as most of Cortez's minimal
damage came in the fourth
quarter with the game out ol
hand.

Caddas made some defen
sive changes in the starting
lineup that turned out to be pro
fitable moves. Newcomers
Chuck Orrison and Ken War
ren both played their best
game of the year in their first
start. Warren, replacing Louie
Tuitama at linebacker, had six
unassisted tackles and an
interception. Orrison put con
tinual pressure on Cortez al
afternoon.

Tomorrow's game will be
the last chach to see the Tigers
in 1975. at this, the home linale.
Pacific's final three games of
the season are all on the road.
Kickoff is at 7:30 p.m.

Presented by B. A. RLSAT...
. Course conducted » -_ —
of• .ho
— r
»-i >r v l ivyi • "
*
Our method gives you L _
you will meet the LSAT on its own terms.
unimiesaiventoyoU--• Course includes PRACTICE LSAT, for utilizing tech n '^ e s 9 a n d w e a k n e s S es for each
• Each student receives INDIVIDUAL PROFILE of strengths
section...
,
. .
• We're testing specialists; we're fast; we re efficien . MAXIMIZE YOUR SCORE on the LSAT.
TUITION $40.00

When
and
Where

nc)

best of all, our method will
w,

ENROLL NOW.

Sunday, November 23rd
McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
Sacramento

For More Info;
Please call us at:
(415) 885-5753
Collect!!

%\}C
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miscellany
PEOPLE WITH MUSICAL TALENT are needed to
perform in front of audiences. For information contact
Robert Rabip at 946-2133.
SORORITY RUSH SIGN-UPS will be held trom 11
a m to 1 p.m. and 3:30 to 5:<30 p.m. next Monday
through Thursday and Nov. 10 throught Nov. 13 at the
University Center. There is a $2 registration fee.
COPA ELECTIONS will be held on Nov. 11. Two I &
I, one humanities, one at-large and one social science
seat will be decided, as well as the positions of chair
person and co-chairperson. File at Quonset 2, Room A.
Filing period closes Nov. 7.
v
COPA ASSEMBLY will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thurs
day in Knoles 205. Visitors are welcome.
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS are now on sale dur
ing business hours at the University Center informa
tion booth. Cost is $3 for students and $5 for faculty.

Debaters return
from Sacramento
with 17 wins
The Pacific Dialectic Soci
ety won a record 17 trophies at
the Sacramento City College
debate and individual events
tournament last weekend. The
competition was the largest ol
the year with 350 contestants
competing from 30 schools.

BEGINNING SQUARE DANCE and folk dance
instruction is being given from 7 to 9 p.m. every"Tuesday. For information on location contact the Ander
son Y at 466-1946.
AN ANNUAL TRICK OR TREAT PARTY is being
held from 7 to 9 o'clock tonight for faculty and staff who
have children. South/West residence hall is sponsor
ing the party in which packaged candy will be given by
residents to the children who will be guided through the
"haunted dormitory.''
THE NE\V IMPROVED WOMEN'S UNION will
meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Center Mall. Contact
Beth Jersey at 464-6182 for more information.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet at 7 p.m
Monday in Wendell Phillips Center, Room 202.
STUDENTS HAVING QUESTIONS regarding the
legitimacy of tests administered by the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) should contact Jim Casey at
ASUOP, 2233. ETS administers the Scholastic Apti
tude Test (SAT) the Law Scholastic Aptitude Test
(LSAT) and the Graduate Records Exam (GRE).
FALL FESTIVAL BAZAAR, a Senior Citizens
Center fund-raising event, is being held Irom 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Nov. 13 at Oak Park, 730 E.Fulton Ave. The public
is invited.
A TURKEY TROT, a two mile race for men and one
mile race for women, will be held Nov. 20. See Kathy
Simpson in the intramural department for sign-up in
formation.
STUDENT MANUSCRIPTS are needed by the
"Calliope," UOP's literary annual. Short stories, oneact plays, poetry and songs can be placed in collection
boxes in the library, ASUOP office and COP English
department office. Deadline is Dec. 3. For further in
formation contact Leslie New at 462-9572.

PDS will be sending debate
and individual events teams to
Chico State next weekend
while UOP will be hosting a
tournament
the
following
week.

KUOPnoon news
widens horizons

Clinic to help smokers
break unwanted habit
participants in the study will
receive different treatment.
The clinic is limited to 33
people. If you are interested,
sign up in the psychology of-

•. The clinic will be operated
as! a non-profit study, but
participants are asked to sub
mit a $25 refundable deposit in
suring they will stay with the'
study until it is completed.
"Our program stresses
education and helping people
acquire better self-control as a
means of breaking the smok
ing huhit," said Katz.

The study is designed to
coin pure different procedures
used in helping people quit the
habit. Therefore, most of the

All contestants who won
trophies have been practicing
under the auspices of the new
ly formed PDS. None of those
competing in individual events
had ever competed in intercol
legiate competition before this
year.

In
individual events
competition. UOP swept
speech analysis, with Jell
Johnson getting third, Susan
Gust winning second and John

BIKECE1NTENNIAL is currently seeking 1,400
leaders to conduct tours in 1976 of the first Trans-Amer
ica bicycle trail. Leaders will receive food, lodging and
a small daily expense account. For further details and
an application write to Bikecentennial '76, P.O. Box
1034, Missoula, Mont. 59801.

The project is long-term,
so anyone interested must be
involved for about four months
and be willing to give informa
tion concerning their personal
smoking habits.

In other individual events
competition, John Aller took
fourth in junior expository
speaking and Bob Fairbrooks
captured fourth in oral inter
pretation.

Senior debate competition
was won by Pacific's Melinda
Reiber and Jayna Totten while
Mike Thornburg and Eric
Shaw took first-place honors in
junior division. Paul Katala
and Louis Horowitz lost in the
final round at the novice level
to take second place.

DEPARTMENT OF ART is now accepting orders
for its 1975-76 calendar. For information call the art
department at 2242.
A GUITAR WORKSHOP is being held at 7 p.m. every Wednesday in WPC 130. The workshop will in
clude instruction in beginning guitar with emphasis on
folk guitar techniques. Cost is $3 per lesson.

A "stop smoking" clinic
w;ill be initiated on campus in
November by Dr. Roger Katz
of the UOP psychology depart
ment.

Prouty taking first place. John
son also won first place in ju
nior oratory and Prouty took
third in novice oratory.

By MICHAEL BEERYPOLGLASE

KUOP-FM's
recently
developed "Midday News" is
now in its second year of oper
ation.
The "Midday News" is ex
panding from straight news
reading to other facets of
broadcast journalism, such as
remote broadcasts, on-the
scene interviews and commu
nity news gathering.
In addition to this expan
sion in format, internships are
being developed with Stockton
radio stations KJOY and KWG.
Lori Wukich, a KUOP news
caster, is presently receiving
credit for being a news trainee
at KJOY.
"The on-the-job exper
ience and actual journalistic
practice is serving to broaden
my understanding of broad
cast journalism," she stated.
KWG, which is the oldest
radio station in the San
Joaquin Valley, is in the
process of establishing a com
plete workshop program for
two protential trainees from
KUOP. "We ultimately hope to
establish a tradition of co-oper
ation with all the local radio
stations," comments KUOP
news director Michael BeeryPolglase, "so we can provide
them with enthusiastic and
fresh talent, while they can
provide a real life news-gather
ing and news-producing situa
tion that will benefit all radio
students."
UOP student Mitch Brown
is interning with San Francis
co s KCBS. Brown was a
former newscaster on the
KUOP "Midday News."

ROGER KATZ
lice. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, or contact
Katz at 946-2132.

In its history at UOP,
KUOP has never had a live
news presentation. The devel
opment of the KUOP "Midday
News'' last spring was the idea
of newly appointed station
manager Richard Lyness.

Lyness felt it was in the best
interests of KUOP to develop a
long-term program of broad
cast journalism.
Students involved with the
program learn to gather, inter
pret, select, reject, present and
deliver news in a radio con
text, that provides them with
invaluable experience.
Beery-Polglase hopes the
"Midday News" can grow
substantially in the upcoming
years, with the ultimate goals
being high journalistic quality
and more importantly, a wide
spread listernship in the San
Joaquin Valley."

Conservatory monitors
from pg. two
Witfi those details out of
the way, I would like to ad
dress myself to the dean's
statements. His first state
ment is something to the ef
fect that, if the monitor's do
not work, then he has no
idea what to do. First, the
attack of Oct. 5 proves they
do not work, so if he is still
wondering whether the
monitor system is effec
tive let me tell him it is not.
Second, since he is the dean
of the Conservatory and by
implication responsible for
his students, then maybe he
should think of something
to do—like use more moni
tors for longer hours or
something
along
those
lines—or be fired!
The dean's second re
mark was something like
this: An attack is a "pretty
bad situation" for a young
lady. Without attempting to
sound too sarcastic, I would
ask the dean to consider
young men and the effect
an attack would have on a
male of the Conservatory.
Futher, I would suggest
that "pretty bad" is not the

correct term. I would
consider a knife to the
throat or a gun over the
head as a traumatic experi
ence. But even if only
termed bad, as the dean
states, then why is there
not some more aggressive
action on the part of the
Conservatory administra
tion to solve the problem?
Finally, Dean Stedman's totally inane com
ment at the very end of the
article states that a girl in
the practice rooms drives a
kook bananas (and those
are his words, nQt mine). I
would simply ask the dean
what that statement is sup
posed
to
represent.
I
certainly hope it is not an
opinion of policy, and that
the administration of the
Conservatory prefers not to
attempt
to stop the socalled "kooks." I would
suggest, dean, that that is
the present context of your
statement, and it makes,
you look inane at best.
Let
me
say,
in
conclusion, that I was more
offended and embarrassed

by the dean's statements in
this article than I was by
the attack itself and the fact
that it happened here on our
campus. His. final state
ment was totally uncalled
for, ludicrous in or out of
context, and if that is the
mark of intelligent respon
ses with which the admini
stration purports to answer
this grave matter concern
ing attacks in the practice
rooms, then maybe it is
time for new answers via
new blood. The Conserva
tory here at Pacific once
had one of the best reputa
tions in the nation for turn
ing out top quality musi
cians, music teachers, etc.
That reputation has slowly
begun to erode, and allow
ing the present practice
room situation to continue
along with the present
attitude and response of the
dean of that school car only
hamper and further erode
that reputation.

Sincerely,
Mike Johnson

*0 Lucky Man'
The movie "O Lucky Man"
is an interesting epic directed
by Briton Lindsay Anderson
and
starring Malcolm Mc
Dowell. Anderson's and Mc
Dowell's last stint together was
the fantastic movie "If..."
The movie is based on an
autobiographical memoir by
McDowell and is basically about a young-man-on-the-rise
in the coffee sale business. He
is churned through a series of
unusual scenes depicting the
corruption oi modern society
Successful, Mick Travis (Mc
Dowell) is blasted from a mili
tary base to suspected nuclear
Spy and into jail on a bum rap
only to be set free as a pauper
but still noble.
Along the way he is conned
into nearly becoming a guinea
Pig for a clinic attempting to
transplant human and animal
parts, and is seduced by a wo
man with cheese in a country
with

COP

tThe

movie

concludes

with a return to the original au-

tobiographical backgra
with Travis auditionini
movie "O Lucky Man",
ting a role in it.
Supporting roles1
played by Ralph Richatc
Rachel Roberts, Arthur!
and others, all of whom1
several different roles.

Give

For Sale: 1938 Plymouth, 2door business coup. $500 as
is. Call 931-3026.
69 Ford Window Van for
sale. 12-passenger Club Wa
gon. Chateau interior, Air.
Cond., Motorola AM-FM-8
track stereo, new shocks,
new tires. $1,800 or trade for
convertible and cash. Call
951-2160.

FOR SALE
'"male Labrador retriever
puppy needs home with
yard. Eight weeks old, very
intelligent. Call 462-9400 or
come to John B."No. 206
For Sale: three bedroom,
one bathroom house at 1879
La Jolla. Needs T.L.C. as it
has been a rental unit, but is
in sound condition. Air
conditioner, stove, refri
gerator and other con
veniences included. $20,050.
Call 462-6622 evenings for
appointment.

FOR SALE
Ovation Guitar Sunburst
'Troubador'
Model—sixstring with case $200. Excel
lent condition. (8 months
old) Call after 5 p.m. 4636226. Ask for Ron.
Skis: Fischer RSL ALU 190.
Good condition. With
Marker bindings. $65. Con
tact Karl May 462-9502.
For Sale: One pair new
Lang bindings. $30 or best
offer. Call Jeff 948-6314.
1973 Honda 450. New
battery, new back tire.
Excellent running condi
tion. $800. Telephone 9517391 after 5 p.m.
For Sale: JBL Century
100 speakers, like new.
Thorens TD125 turntable.
SME arm. Phone 946-2105
after 7 p.m.
For Sale: Natural Honey
from Sierra wildflowers.
Bottled pure in Stockton.
$2.50 for 3 lb. jar. Contact
Carter Lowrie thru cam
pus rhail at Raymond Col
lege or call between 5-10
p.m. at 948-1305.

WANTED

HELP WANTED

WANTED

Do you have migraines? I
need 15 migraine migrain
patients** for bio-feedback
experiment. For more info
call 951-5903.
**—must
be
actual
migraine, not tension or
other headaches.

Wanted:
Babysitter
from 9-5 Monday through
Friday. Location on cam
pus. Call between 10-12
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday or on Tuesday and
Thursday from 3-5 p.m. 9462517.

Wanted: Student to clean
off-campus apartment once
or twice weekly, about five
hours a week. Call Jeff at
478-0162.

Wanted to buy: used guitar.
Please call 2591 days or 4626622 evenings.

College Campus Represen
tative needed to sell Brand
Name Stereo Components
to students at lowest prices.
High commission. NO
investment required. Seri
ous inquiries only. FAD
COMPONENTS. INC. 20
Passaic Ave., Fairfield,
New Jersey 07006. Jerry
Diamond 201-227-6814.

Wanted: Used manual non
portable typewriters. Will
pay $20 to $50 depending on
condition.
Call' Masao
Fujiyana in John Ballantyne No. 223, Centrex 2850.
Volunteer work experience
at Stockton State Hospital
safety office. 2-4 hours per
day. Call 948-7238.
Wanted: Blues harmonica
teacher for off-eampus stu
dent. 951-2150. Ask for
Steve.
Wanted: typing in
home, call 463-8911.

my

Earn up to $1,800 a school
year or more posting edu
cational literature on cam
pus in spare time. Send
name, address, phone,
school and references to
Nationwide
College
Marketing Services, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1384, Ann Arbor,
Mich. 48106. Call (313) 6621770.

Jobs on ships: American.
Foreign. No experience re
quired.
Excellent
pay.
Worldwide travel. Sum
mer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. B-15 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Wash. 98362.

SERVICES
Typing: Expert typist de
sires papers that need to be
typed. Call Carol 478-9157
M-Th 9-6, Fri. 2-6.
Need a good typist located
conveniently on campus?
Call 954-2566. After 5 p.m.
call 951-1537.
Typing
Dissertations,
Theses, Term papers, etc.
Hours 6 p.m. thru 10 p.m.
Phone 478-0354. Genevieve
Macias.

owa
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